RELATIONS WITH U.S.A. MENACED
Scab records being made in London by British musicians

Sensational Exposure
(MUSICAL EXPRESS STAFF REPORTER)

The great "Nature Boy" Mystery headlining our front page last week has now unearthed wholesale activities in Scab Recordings for use in America. At first we rightly assumed that America was passing the buck to us, but further investigations on our part have brought to light the personnel of orchestrations engaged in this type of work together with the leaders in charge and the studios at which these records are being made. Interrogating certain well-known recording musicians, "MUSICAL EXPRESS" was told that the musicians themselves had been given to understand that the musicians union never knew anything about this type of activity. Some musicians were even under the impression that the recordings were being pressed over here for sale in America. Whereas, in fact, the Matrix is sent to America for dummy purposes.

"Nature Boy" the name of our enquiry, is not the only record that has been made here. It is with profound regret that we announce that what appears to be a wholesale practice in recorded music made expressly for the American market, taking advantage of the fact that American restrictions to record the music themselves.

The great mystery of the week is the name of the recording studio, "Scab Records," which is casting such a shadow over the industry. The mystery studio has been found to be engaged in the making of records expressly for the American market.

Line-up for Nat Temple's New Recording

Denny Vaughan sailing for Canada

Line-up for Nat Temple's new recording was announced this week. Denny Vaughan, who recently returned from Canada, will sail for the United States on board the SS Royal Yacht, which leaves next week.

THE GREAT "NATURE BOY" MYSTERY - ORCHESTRATIONS ENGAGED IN THIS TYPE OF WORK.

New Burns Band is a Sensation

TORY MARTIN at Palladium

TONY MARTIN was the new showgirl at the Palladium this week. The former "Nature Boy" Mystery was introduced to the audience and received a warm welcome. The showgirl is an experienced dancer and has been working in a variety of roles.

TONY MARTIN had a spectacular success when he opened on stage at the Palladium. The audience was thrilled by his performance, which included a dance routine to "Nature Boy." He was accompanied by the new Burns Band, whose music was described as "sensation-seeking." The band was led by new Burns himself, who was seen to be leading the audience in a chorus of "Nature Boy." The performance was a huge success and the audience gave a standing ovation.

BAD REPRESENTATION OF SONGS ON THE AIR

The Music Publishers' Association has recently received representations from the BBC to discuss the representation of songs in the air. The Association understands that current arrangements have been getting on the air since the last three weeks.

Baker for Isle of Wight

Changes in Blue Rockets

There are several changes in the personnel of the Blue Rockets, who are currently recording a new album. The group has decided to leave the Blue Rockets and start their own band, "The Astonishing." The new band will be led by Baker, who is currently working as a musician in the Isle of Wight.

ADAM FOR CORPUS CHRISTI

ELLENSING QUARTET DOES TRANSCRIPTIONS

The Ellelling Quartet has been requested to provide transcriptions for several of their compositions. The group has been working on several projects for the past few weeks, including a new album and a performance at the Royal Albert Hall. The transcriptions will be used for the upcoming concerts and will be featured on the new album.

Broadcasts for Max Geldray

Greeve Deps for Firestone

When George Geldray takes up the reins as head of the new "Greeve" company, he will be joined by Deps, who has previously worked for Max Geldray. The new company will be focusing on producing recordings for the Firestone corporation, with Deps in charge of the musical direction.

Bobby Midgley

DEBUT OF "NEW LOOK" DRUMS

Carlton "New Look" Drums have been unveiled at a special event in London. The drums have been designed to be more user-friendly and are expected to be popular with musicians. The event was attended by music industry figures and was covered by several media outlets.
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THORNHILL DISBANDED
A.F.M. Meeting June 7 discussing recordings

American Commentary
BY STUART S. ALLEN

The Pan Alley
"The Troubadour"
THE TIN PAN ALPHABET

"I'm not so sure this "Music While You Work" is such a good idea for

HAPPY ACROSS THE SEA

AROUND THE TURNTABLE

WILLIAM ALEXANDER

PETER MAURICE CLUB

THE LEEDS MUSIC AIDS

ALSO BARRICHE

TERESA

"I'M MY OWN GRANDPA"

A NEW LOCAL BOSS

Keep the headlight on. The world is a wonderful place and you can't

POETRY INSTANCES, WHERE'S HAPPENED

A GIANT LIES "BAHARIVA"

BARGAINS
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